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For all those who inspired me to dream,
Taught me to laugh, caught me when I fell,
and made the world a more beautiful place- thank you.
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A South County Almanac: Recollections and Observations
of the Outdoors in Southern Rhode Island
Nevan Richard
Major: Animal and Veterinary Science
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Thomas Husband, Natural Resources
Science

Since its publication in 1949, “A Sand County Almanac: With
Sketches Here and There” has served as the benchmark for writing
about the environment and nature. “Sand County” was written by
famed environmentalist Aldo Leopold, who for most of his
lifetime worked towards the conservation of wildlife, forests,
and other natural resources. In “Sand County,” Aldo Leopold
recounts his experiences and observations in various essays and
journal entries from his many years of living in Wisconsin, as
well his travels across the North American continent. With its
publication following Mr. Leopold’s death, it changed the face
of conservation, later inspiring other writers during the large
scale environmental movements of the 60’s. Transcending similar
efforts by others, though, is the beauty and ease in which Mr.
Leopold describes such activities as traveling through time by
studying tree rings, hiking with wolves in the shadows of great
mountains, and even the travels of a lonely skunk in winter.
These are not just mere stories: they are unique and beautiful
memoirs written with a skill and intent unparalleled even today.
In later chapters, Mr. Leopold further lays out his personal
views on conservation and protection of nature in his
supplementary section “The Land Ethic.”
In the vein of Aldo Leopold’s masterpiece, I have similarly
set out to explore and document the natural wonders of southern
Rhode Island. The physical similarities between Leopold’s Sand
County and our South County are limited, but the opportunities
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for exploration and discovery remain ripe and open for the
taking. Inspired by his words and teachings, during my four
years of education at the University of Rhode Island I have
explored the outdoors of South County. In several different
chapters, I will recount my varied adventures around South
County, from the southern shores of Block Island, through the
Great Swamp on the South County Bike Trail, into the woods of
Burlingame State Park, and to the beaches of Westerly and
elsewhere. Every chapter is divided into two sections: one
section being devoted to my personal memories and experiences,
with the second half describing a particular environmental issue
or topic that demands further attention.
I would like “A South County Almanac” to serve as a
starting point for those with an interest in nature and wildlife
in southern Rhode Island. That my collection of memories and
stories, echoing those of environmental leader Aldo Leopold, may
help to inspire and nurture the passion and love for nature that
already exists for many living in South County would be a gift
to future generations and our lovely South County as well.
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Introduction
“Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins,
as in art, with the pretty.
It expands through successive stages of the beautiful
to values as yet uncaptured by language.”

“I am glad I will not be young
in a future without wilderness.”

-

Aldo Leopold

In a time where property lines, building developments, and
suburban sprawl defined the Northeast, I found my childhood
growing up to be somewhat lacking when it came to “the
wilderness.” Granted, central Connecticut hardly contained vast
stretches of densely wooded forests, never mind some untamed
frontier teaming with miles of uncharted trails. Regardless of
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such realities, to a youngster such as me who knew no better, it
was hardly any consolation.
My backyards growing up were just that- a backyard. The
woods I did I actually have woods to journey into, and even then
one could only go so far before you hit the neighbor’s property
or a road, effectively ending any exploring that was to be done.
Rather, the greatest dangers I needed to be concerned about
where red ants and poison ivy.
I envied to no end the pioneers I heard about on television
or read about in stories and books. These daring individuals,
who could simply walk from their house into the wilderness to
run the gauntlet of most brutal nature as they weathered
blizzards in Alaska, narrowly escaped lions on African safaris,
or chased the elusive, endangered snow leopard in the Himalayas.
My parents would sometimes take the family on hikes at a
local mountain range known as the Sleeping Giant, where well
worn trails and colored markers led us to the top of the Giant’s
nose, upon which a miniature tower surrounded by picnic tables
afforded us a break spot at lunchtime. In the summer, we would
sometimes set up a tent at Fisherman’s Memorial State Park in
Narragansett. Once we visited the bluffs of Cape Cod, and while
certainly more engaging than anything the Connecticut shore had
to offer, here too what nature we encountered was cordoned off
into camp sites or private beaches.
How I wished that I could just pull out some binoculars and
just watch deer, bears, eagles, mountain lions, or any other
creature my young impressionable mind had seen running in slow
motion on “Wild America.” I’d always yearned for those mountains
and forests where animals roamed free and modeled for anyone who
was present to watch. I dreamed of hosting my own television
show, complete with theme song, catch phrases, and jaw dropping
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spectacles of natural beauty to inspire the masses like had been
done to me.
I am far from the only person on the planet who reminisces
over the wilds of yesteryear, before near-total industrial
development and highways and planes had made every area of the
planet available with little distress over travel. I was born a
bit late for that in 1987, and as a result have had to live my
adventures vicariously through television and books.
Looking back, it is rather surprising to me that I was not
introduced to one Aldo Leopold sooner. I was a prolific reader
in my younger years, and while I certainly didn’t peruse books
by author name alone, that no teacher or adult referred me to
environmental science section of the library where I would no
doubt have run into Mr. Leopold sooner or later.
It was in my junior year of college when we first met. At
the time, I was fulfilling my minor in Natural Resources Science
at the University of Rhode Island. Over
the course of that year, three separate
professors made it a point to discuss
and read from “A Sand County Almanac.” I
was forced to purchase my copy from an
online bookstore, as the local shops
were unsurprisingly out of copies. My
professors made plain the importance of
Mr. Leopold to the history of
conservation and environmentalism. His
name rang only the tiniest of bells, but
its true significance and importance were unknown to me.
When trying to describe Aldo Leopold to those unfamiliar
with the man or his philosophies, I first try to impress upon my
audience the skill which Leopold used the written word to convey
the beauty he witnessed in his Wisconsin home which served as
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the site for the first segment of “A Sand County Almanac.” The
most common example I use when trying to rationalize his work is
by postulating what the creative talents of Stephen King or John
Grisham or any other prolific writer would look like when
focused on nature. A superstar of the environmental movement
today, Aldo Leopold made it exciting to read about the outdoors.
He made the mountains and the trees and the wolf and the beaver
beautiful in written form. Never before had a person with such
verbal dexterity described the wilderness of America in a medium
available to the people at large.
Aldo Leopold is largely responsible for most of what we
call “environmentalism” today. When he first graduated from the
Yale School of Forestry, however, his views were hardly
groundbreaking as he followed the view of environmental
utilitarianism. First working as a ranger who controlled
deleterious populations of wolves and other vermin with
firearms, it took many years for Aldo to learn to appreciate the
importance not only of large predators but also non-game species
which he had up until then regarded as pests. While working as a
park ranger in the American Southwest, he developed his
ideologies and concepts that would prove to be ground breaking
and ahead of his time in the early 20th Century.
“Sand County” is described by many as a bible to the
ecologists, scientists, and tree-huggers alike. It is often
compared to “Silent Spring” by Rachel Carson in its influence
and importance. In his works, Mr. Leopold champions responsible
land use policies as well as game and non-game management. While
never referring to it as such, Aldo Leopold was among the first
to recognize and proclaim the importance of biological
diversity, or biodiversity as most of us know it today.
The inspiration for “A South County Almanac” came much by
accident. As I was describing the book to yet another
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uninterested friend who surely did not care for my environmental
preaching, I accidentally referred to it by the name “South
County Almanac.” A natural slip of the tongue, I corrected
myself and continued on to my rapt audience. It was not until
later, having thought back to the incident, that I realized that
perhaps there was more in common between Sand County, Wisconsin
and South County, Rhode Island than meets the eye. And so I set
out to create a work which would reflect that which I admired so
greatly.
While I certainly model my research and writing in an
effort to idolize the beauty and artistry which Mr. Leopold
captures on every page of “A Sand County Almanac,” I hold no
illusions that both his knowledge of nature and writing are oh
so superior to mine. Leopold was able to write “A Sand County
Almanac” after years upon years of time spent outdoors, camping
under the stars, and identifying breeds and species across the
North American continent.
To try and write exactly like Aldo Leopold would be
hilarious in it’s lunacy. I am the first to admit that my
literary style is sadly underdeveloped, as is my ability to
accurately identify or name most plants and animals one might
encounter in Rhode Island. I also choose to use the word almanac
in the title as reference to “Sand County,” but do not present
my observations in chronological form as Mr. Leopold did in the
first segment of his masterpiece. Prior to each chapter, I have
included one or two quotes from Aldo Leopold himself which I
thought fittingly described that particular section. That being
said, I ask that you take my writings and research for what they
are meant to be- a tribute to a genius and visionary. A man
whose foresight and eloquence has touched mine and so many
others lives.
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This work, which is the culmination of several months of
hard research, bruises, sleepless nights, interviews, and
discovery, is my personal tribute to all those heroes of my
childhood who went out and found their wild. My days and nights
spent outside, going places I’d never been before, pushing
myself physically and mentally, as well as the hours spent
looking at field guides and researching the environmental
history of South County have changed me. It also my intention to
continue my studies and explorations, which will someday result
in future, expanded editions of “A South County Almanac.”
I hope that if nothing else, this short work may help
others to develop an appreciation for the nature that truly does
exist in South County. With this book as the spark to an unlit
fire, the wonders of South County may be discovered by those who
until now had ignored that which comprised a large majority of
their home county. If “A South County Almanac” can further
inspire those who travel elsewhere in the world, be it across
the country or across the globe, then it will have served its
purpose and repaid me for the hours and hours spent writing and
editing it. And despite not being able to go out and wrestle
with mountain lions or climb a mountain in your backyard here in
South County, nature is still accessible to us, and it should
remain so into the future.
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Sail Away
“Of what avail are forty freedoms
without a blank spot on the map?”

“Recreational development is a job not of building roads
into the lovely country, but of building receptivity
into the still unlovely human mind.”

-

Aldo Leopold

As any trip to an island usually begins, I first had to
board a boat.
The Block Island Regular Ferry leaves its berth in Point
Judith, Rhode Island, situated in the quaint Narragansett
village of Galilee. Much like its Biblical namesake, Galilee has
long harbored a small fishing fleet which, in weather good and
bad, has ventured out to the great blue horizon to search for
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clams, fish, lobsters, and the like. On this morning, I would be
ferried to Block Island by Annie. Sitting on the bow of Annie, I
gazed over the starboard (right) side at some of the other
vessels floating idly, not yet ready to begin the day’s
harvesting. These ladies had honorable, respectable names such
as Tradition, Provider, and Olivia Catherine. Looking left to
port, I noted that the other side of the marina held ships of a
different sort of character. Across the way, those of
questionable integrity such as The Mistress, The Barbarian, and
Timberwolf held each other’s rough and tumble company.
As the ferry blasted its horn for the first time that
morning and the umpteenth time in history, we left the Galilee
marina on its short journey to Block Island. Near the shore on
the other side of the harbor lay the village of Jerusalem. On
pillars of rock and wooden posts, bands of double-crested
cormorants recline on outcroppings of rock, capturing the early
rays of the rising sun. With their wings spread open to absorb
the warmth of the sun’s rays, they silently give their consent
and blessing to our voyage as we pass. By the time the Annie
reaches Block Island, these cormorants will have finished their
morning ritual and begun their own daily 9 to 5 of fishing for
survival.
The Annie chugs farther away from the main harbor and turns
towards the ocean. Stone arms called breakwaters, built around
the harbor to keep it safe from the uncertain temper of the
ocean, open their embrace to release boats to the Atlantic.
Already this morning, there are fishermen and women who have set
up their sites upon the rocks. Some adorned with purple wind
pants, large brimmed hats, and humorously oversized sunglasses,
these diligent fishers already are testing the choppy water with
their lures and skills. Bright-eyed children, momentarily
distracted from the rocking of the boat and the unease of their
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stomachs, wave furiously at those fishing out there on the
rocks. It appeared that these young sea-goers believed their
excitement for travel and adventure would be transferred to the
distant fishermen by way of waving and shouting intensity. The
unspoken message was evident: ‘Hey, stop fishing and listen up!
I’m going to Block Island!’ Having been thus informed, the
humbled fishermen return their greetings with a smiling wave of
their own.
Normally, I’m not inclined to
rise before the alarm clock blasts
me out of bed. But to give myself
the most time to enjoy the splendor
of the island’s many natural
wonders, I rose before seven to
catch the 8:30 ferry. After
breaking down my bike in my
backseat, preparing peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches, and arming
myself with pens, paper, and water,
I drove to Galilee and purchased my
round trip ticket to Block Island.
I have chosen as fine a day as
any to visit historic Block Island,
with slightly a slightly overcast sun protecting us tourists
from late season sunburn. Named not for its shape but a Dutch
explorer who in the 1600’s named it after himself, Block Island
is a popular tourist destination for its lack of development and
idyllic scenery. The summer peak had already well passed, but
autumn remains a perfect time to enjoy the island’s beauty, and
so it was that the Annie left Galilee heavy with passengers.
Laying twelve miles offshore, the Block Island slow ferry
regularly makes the trip to and fro in about sixty minutes. For
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a larger fee one may take the fast ferry to abbreviate the
journey over, but as I had no deadlines to meet I elected to
take the slow ferry. A refreshing (read chilly!) wind ripped
over the bow of our speeding boat, invigorating me to attention
as Annie chugged faithfully on.
New England is truly blessed for the wide and varied
seasons that each stand apart from one another in stark
contrast. Winter, overcast and gloomy in disposition, still
gives children and children-at-heart the chance to first enjoy
the marvelous and silent portrait that is seen when rising to a
freshly fallen snowfall blanketing the landscape. Helping to
give rise from these somnolent times is glorious spring with the
inspiration of waking flowers. Finally, with an exuberant
release of golden sunshine, summer is celebrated with vacations,
trips, and relaxation.
While each season holds its own appeal and virtues, I must
declare autumn as my preference of season in New England. To me,
it is the ideal combination of the other’s pleasures and
personalities. On any given day, you may choose between wearing
something as light as a tank top with shorts or pulling on a
pair of jeans still warm from the dryer. One would be equally
comfortable wearing a casual t-shirt or a nice sweater. The
coolness of autumn’s breath has a slight bite to it, a
refreshing crispness that promises colder air in a few months,
but that summer has not yet forgotten us. To New Englanders, one
need not even mention the burning beauty that exists in those
terribly short weeks where the leaves of the deciduous forests
lining the roads and countryside metamorphosize from deep and
vernal greens through the blazing spectrum of yellows, oranges,
and reds. This production of color is autumn’s own response to
the blooming of flowers earlier in the year, as if to
demonstrate that she too can create beauty- even in death.
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This particular morning, I elected to dress on the heavier
side to compensate for the ocean winds on the boat and early
morning chill. The ocean moves up and down in an eternal dance
as mounds of foam crest and spill from where the waves and wind
crash together, forming a brief and fleeting gashes of white
against darker blues and greens. The Annie’s flag rips hard
against the mast as the boat moves at a steady gait towards
Block Island. Ahead, a shimmering vision of the island lay under
a heavy wall of clouds. While rain would certainly have been a
deterrent on such an exposed daytrip, the clouds ahead held none
of the darkened menace associated with rain clouds.
Before this trip, I had been guest to Block Island, but
only as a strolling toddler without much recollection. As such,
I treated this as my first journey over, and planned a rough
itinerary prior. My first objective was to reach the North End
of the island, closest to Galilee. From there, I would travel
south again, stopping at predetermined points on a map with the
flexibility of detours built in as necessary. So I would travel
until I made it to the island’s southern face. On this day’s
journey, my bike would be my trusty mount, taking me to and from
these hiking spots which were often restricted to travel on
foot.
After departing the Annie at Block Island’s Old Harbor, I
began to pedal due north to a site known as the North Light.
Here, a bone white lighthouse stood alone among a gritty rock
filled beach. Walking along the water’s edge towards the
lighthouse, I was accompanied by several shore birds floating on
gusts or wading through the water. Interestingly enough, I was
to discover that many of the island’s wildlife would act as my
impromptu guides over the day, as one could hardly walk down the
road without being surrounded by gulls, dragonflies, and other
resident critters.
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Another fascinating discovery
was the practice of creating
standing stones on the beach of
North Light. Without explanation,
I can only guess as to who started
this tradition, but noted that it
was apparently custom to at least
try and mount your own stones.
After several minutes of
frustration, I gave up on my own
attempt to honor the north shore.
Looking up, I could see the
mainland in the distance. Having
just come from there, I did not
spend much time staring in
admiration, and so hustled on, knowing that time was a resource
not in excess if I did indeed plan on traveling the length of
the isle. And so I turned around and began to head southwards
again.
Gently rolling hills offer a constant, if not arduous,
challenge to the casual biker. Shifting gears up and down
becomes like second nature to those experienced with their
cycle, with knobs and levers that may twist now concurrently in
opposing directions, then together in unison. The importance of
cadence to the cyclist, in keeping that comfortable rhythm of
pedaling, lies within the movement of the chain across the gears
to and fro to compensate for changes in slope.
At the top of one of the steeper hills, I parked Blue Steel
at the Hodge Family Wildlife Preserve. This private piece of
land is available to the public, and provides a beautiful
panoramic view of the north-west coast of Block Island.
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Moving through fields of yellow flowers, this was by far
the most picturesque scene of Block Island’s protected beauty I
had yet encountered. As I traversed through this coastal meadow,
dragonflies of all colors and sizes hovered around me in
silence. To compensate for the decorum of the dragonflies in
honoring the serenity of the Hodge Preserve, aggressively rude
insects made a buzzing raucous from the shrubs around me. Even
when standing directly over them, the buzz bugs hardly paused to
account for my presence and continued to rattle obtrusively.
Despite my greatest efforts, I could not identify the offending
critters, nor could I find them when looking through the thick
tufts of grass they were hidden in.
I continued walking the gently worn grass pathways of the
mazelike Preserve until I came to a bluff overlooking the Middle
Pond. Like a jealous younger brother, the small pond separated
from the greater ocean by a thin stretch of land moved to its
own rhythm separate from that of the Atlantic. Before it, great
masses of yellow flowers were transformed into a radiant amber
that shimmered in the gentle breezes and sunlight beat it’s way
through the clouds.
In stark contrast to the Hodge Family Preserve, the Clay
Head Trail was shadowy and muddy, lacking in flowers but
abundant in overhanging branches and gnarled roots that made the
path uneven and muddy. When traversing through the dirt pathways
of the Clay Head, grasshoppers were the primary company. Dozens
of members of the order Orthoptera jumped hither and thither,
and I had to take care not to get in the way of the larger
individuals when they took flight. Snaking vines hanging from
trees and across the path created a sensation of being lost in a
distant wood, though the approaching crash of the ocean provided
guidance and comfort.
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The Clay Head Trail led me to a lovely hidden beach. This
cove was flanked by large clay peaks which give the site its
name. Isolated and worn from the morning’s exertions to that
point, I was inspired to take a brief dip into the ocean.
Perhaps it was the weariness from pedaling and rising early in
the morning, but the salt water on my lips and the gripping
chill of the ocean acted as a lovely stimulant to my body, and
for several minutes I gently floated and paddled about in my
private resort. Finally, with resistance, I willed myself to
return to shore and dry off. Having only been on the island for
three hours, I was compelled to travel on and see what other
mysteries and surprises awaited me further on.
In the first part of that morning, I began to notice that
the majority of my views from Corn Neck Road, which stretches
the height of Block Island along most of the eastern coast, were
heavily obscured by trees and brush. Where normally, one might
have been disappointed or bothered by such obstructions where
sight-seeing was the objective, I began to appreciate them. For
in comparison to many towns and roadsides on the mainland, here
nature was embraced and thus was incorporated into the landscape
and architecture of homes and gardens, as convoluted as that may
sound. In any respect, the overgrowth was tastefully maintained,
and so only added to the quaint effect of aged beauty that
filled the island.
By lunch, heavier clouds had managed to nearly shut out the
sun’s rays and the breeze had picked up substantially. The
temperature had also dropped, and so I once again donned my
sweatshirt I had shirked when I first began cycling on the
island. Taking the opportunity to rest up and eat, I also read
up on the history of Block Island, including the supreme efforts
of the locals to protect their select piece of real estate from
excessive development.
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The history of conservation on Block Island is truly a
testament to the ability of humanity to take it upon itself to
work for the preservation and protection of natural resources.
Since its formation, numerous groups on the island have helped
to get roughly 43 percent of the island protected from
development. For such a popular site as Block Island, measuring
only 11 square miles, maintaining that much land for the sole
purpose of conservation is a sizeable achievement. To
accommodate tourists, over twenty-eight miles of walking trails
exist, some of which I had already traveled.
The Nature Conservancy famously referred to Block Island as
one of the “Twelve Last Great Places on Earth.” In addition to
the Nature Conservancy of Block Island, there exist several
agencies dedicated to preserving pristine land on Block Island
including the Block Island Conservancy, the Audubon Society of
Block Island, the Block Island Land Trust, and the town of New
Shoreham, among others. According to the US Fish and Wildlife
Service, Block Island is home to a number of endangered and
threatened species, with at least 15 species that are rare,
threatened, or endangered maintaining breeding populations
there.
Block Island also serves as an important stop over for
migratory birds, both in the spring and autumn. The Nature
Conservancy lists 252 different species of birds found there at
some point during the year. As a result, it is a mecca for
birdwatchers and birding enthusiasts, who are able to view an
entire menagerie of birds including the endangered piping plover
and northern harrier. Hunting, particularly of a resident whitetailed deer population, is heavily regulated and allowed only in
specific areas during certain parts of the year.
Reading about the special areas and recommended sights for
visiting, I came across a site known as Rodman’s Hollow. The
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story goes that the conservation streak present on Block Island
was initiated by a concerned group of residents who bought the
37 acre piece of land to prevent its development for housing. It
was this site, a unique depression surrounded by wooded hills,
that was my next objective. However, I planned on reaching it by
way of the Fresh Swamp Trail, as opposed to going directly to
the Hollow itself.
Having finished my tantalizingly good lobster roll with
clam chowder at one of the many local restaurants situated along
the road front next to the Old Harbor, it was time to continue
exploring. Before continuing on to the other paths of the South
West, I followed a brief detour to a particular tourist
attraction that begged to be called upon.
Beneath the commanding edifice of the Hotel Manisses, there
is the Abrams Animal Farm. The Animal Farm is a popular spot for
children, animal enthusiasts, or the casual visitor as it is
only a short walk from the main hub of Old Harbor. Being all of
these things, I made a quick right on High Street and made my
way down the gravelly pathway leading to the farm. Here one will
find an eclectic assortment of creatures one would not likely
encounter in the Wilds of South County, including a Scottish
highlander, zebu, camels, kangaroos, and myotonic goats, famous
for their fainting fits when frightened. These individuals,
however, have been well worn and hardly reacted when I
approached to view them.
After leaving the farm, I renewed my trek, heading south
towards the Fresh Swamp Trail. While crossing the trail, I took
a short break to write in one of the many open fields that
marked that particular part of the island. In my guide, it was
said that the endangered northern harrier could often be viewed
hovering over these fields in search for food. As was my luck, I
was unable to see any of these rare treasures. Instead, I was
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once again joined by dragonflies, some tangled in a complicated
tantric dance, others merely flying along at their leisure, or
so it seemed.
Unknowingly, I had apparently chosen my daily route based
on difficulty, as each pathway from the morning on grew
increasingly treacherous and muddy. The Fresh Swamp Trail lead
to the Fresh Pond Greenway, which I later found out is
considered to be the most difficult trail on Block Island.
Carrying a backpack laden with clothes, food, and books, I found
myself using my hands to help me climb some of the steeper
inclines.
The pathways of the Fresh Pond were muddy and uneven, with
jutting rocks threatening to throw one off balance, and indeed I
did actually trip into a thorn bush, which I fortunately was
able to escape by using my backpack as an anchor from which to
push off of. Finally, reaching an unusual bridge over a short
stone wall, I made it to the road, where I was then able to hook
up with the pathway leading to Rodman’s Hollow.
In my exhaustion from biking and hiking, I was taken by
surprise when I reached the crest of a hill leading to Rodman’s
Hollow. Before entering the Hollow, one was afforded a look into
its depths. Despite the many and varied natural wonders of Block
Island that I had taken in by that point, including thick brush,
golden fields, and sandy inlets, this was by far the most
unusual. There wasn’t much to look at, yet from within the green
darkness of the basin there existed an aura of mystery. From
where I stood no houses were visible, no trails could be
discerned through the canopy of trees. My one pathway seemed to
be the only point of entry, and as the day was fading, I wasted
no time in descending forth.
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Once inside, the intrigue only grew as I was able to find
no markings to discern my way. The path repeatedly split, and I
found myself backtracking more than once to stay upon the known
trail. Several were circles, and with amusement I journeyed
headlong onwards,
accepting the challenge
of the Hollow. The
endangered American
Burying Beetle is
resident to the woods
of the basin, and I
would lie if I wasn’t
silently hoping to come
across a specimen so I
might photograph it.
It was no my day for sighting endangered species,
unfortunately. I was however rewarded when on coming over the
top of one heavily brushed hill, a flurry of feathers
accompanied by sputtering leaves startled me to yell as a giant
quail leaped from the underbrush in front of me. A truly
ungainly individual, I smiled as the awkward bird flew off into
the forest to once again find solitude.
Once I reached the far side of the Hollow, I could then see
the southern coast of Rhode Island, only a relatively short ways
away. On the top of this final ridge was a fortuitously placed
bench. Unlucky was the fact that it was already occupied by a
couple who sat reclining, watching the afternoon sun’s glow
reflect off the ocean. Despite the sun dipping towards the
horizon, I felt no great urge to rush ahead, and instead chose
to sit and relax with my nameless friends in silence, enjoying
the view.
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When enough time had passed, I asked for some final
directions out of the Hollow. Having come from that direction,
they obligingly gave me the route to the main road, from where I
could begin my final ride back to the Old Harbor for the final
ferry of the day. With a tip of my cap, I left the couple in
silent reverie as they sat in each other’s arms just beyond the
mysterious Hollow.
However, upon reaching the road, I noticed that the
southern coast seemed to climax in an arching Cliffside that was
raised well over the beach below. This magnificent precipice
called to me. A quick look at my map identified this point as
the Black Rock. The jutting cliff was as far as you could go
south on the island without standing in the rocky water below. I
looked again at outcropping that seemed to reach into open sky.
Before it lay wide fields of wildflowers and brush that glowed
in the receding sun. Pending departure times or not, I could not
miss this opportunity.
Pushing through sore feet,
beyond aching muscles, and
ignoring the consequences of an
extended delay, I hiked through
yet another field of flowers to
the extreme south of not only
Block Island, but of Rhode
Island itself. The beauty of the
field was indeed breathtaking,
but I did not tarry before my
true prize, that of the Black
Rock.
Finally, I was there, upon
the face of the great cliff.
Below lay a narrow strip of rocky beach upon which the ocean
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crashed. The Atlantic Ocean! Here, truly, was an uncompromising,
direct view of the great Atlantic Ocean. From Connecticut, Long
Island stands in the way. Rhode Island provides only a cursory
view that loses its majesty to the horizon. But here, atop this
giant cliff, standing in the face of ripping winds racing up the
cliffs face and over the lip as they stripped me of my hat,
standing over the ocean and watching the waves roil below me and
beyond, I felt an incomprehensible rush of euphoric triumph
course through me that truly eludes description.
Standing there, the pounding ocean waves, the gusting wind,
and the salty ocean mist filled my senses on the Black Rock. I
began to sing the lyrics to a song entitled “Black Rock” by one
of my favorite bands. Telling the tale of travels and hardships,
I sat down to say a silent prayer of thanks and appreciation for
the amazing journey I had gone through.
After several minutes of communion with nature’s beauty, I
made ready to leave. Before leaving, however, I was compelled to
test the old axiom to “Never spit into the wind.” Composing
myself, I made sure to launch both up and away from me (having
committed this vital error in the past). I was justly rewarded,
as the ripping winds carried the projectile up and away. I swear
that I must have broken the world record for spitting distance,
but lamented that my effort would never be recorded in a volume
by Guinness!
Retrieving my trusty 10 speed from the parking site where I
had locked it up, I realized that my moments of relaxation had
been longer than I expected, and as a result I was in danger of
missing my ferry home! The leisurely, calm ride that I had hoped
to end the day with was instead a frantic, uphill battle to beat
the clock and make it back to the Old Harbor before Annie or
another vessel would take me home.
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With minutes to spare, I boarded the M/V Block Island and
began the hour-long journey back to Galilee. I had biked and
walked from one end of Block Island to the other. Now
deliciously tired, I promptly fell asleep atop my backpack as
the sky turned purple and herring gulls circled overhead,
guiding our gentle journey back to home.

Issue in Focus:
The White-Tailed Deer
Traversing across the sandy beaches on the northern tip of
Block Island, I had my first and only encounter with the whitetailed deer that inhabit the island. Having recently read a news
article on the controversies surrounding the herd living there,
I was excited and prepared to be inundated by deer: dodging them
at every cross walk, sketching them in my handy-dandy drawing
pad, and watching Bambi frolic along the shore. This, sadly, was
not to be the case.
Rather, my encounters were limited in number and intensity.
Of course by limited, I mean once, and by encounters, I mean
coming across some deer tracks and scat on the beaches of the
North Light. The distinctive hoof prints in the sand could
belong to no others, as white-tailed deer are the only wild
ungulates living on Block Island. While my own exposure with the
herd was limited, the scope of the impact that the white-tailed
deer has on the island’s plant life and inhabitants is anything
but.
Depending on whom you ask, there are several stories about
how the white-tailed-deer first arrived on the island, and
indeed how many deer actually make up the herd. In the
aforementioned article, I first learned about the “deer issue;”
the Rhode Island Department of Fish and Wildlife brought seven
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deer to the Island for hunters at the request of the New
Shoreham Town council in 1967. Another source lists four does
and a buck, brought over in 1968 by the Rhode Island Department
of Environmental Management. A third story circulating around
was that the mayor of Block Island, desirous of view of wildlife
strolling through his yard, ordered them to be brought over for
his own, selfish purposes. Regardless of the source, the whitetailed deer is now firmly ensconced on Block Island.
Any geneticist or biologist could explain the problems that
are unavoidable with a small breeding population. Endangered
species with less than 500 individuals are considered to be
genetically threatened. A population based on only a handful of
individuals, such as the white-tailed deer on Block Island, have
long since become inbred beyond the point of recovery. The
limited gene pool available on Block Island, perhaps
supplemented by the occasional intrepid deer, swimming the 12
miles, would have long ago maxed out the potential combinations,
resulting in a genetic depression. As a result, deer on the
island have a number of unhealthy traits, many of which are
unseen by humans.

One sign of inbreeding depression that can be

observed is the presence of white patches of hair on many of the
deer.

Deer that show this outward sign of inbreeding depression

are known as “piebald.” In addition to this white coated
condition, other recessive genotypes are expressed with bowing
of the nose, stunted lower jaws, and scoliosis.
While deer may appear innocuous enough with their lovely
brown eyes and fluffy white-tails, most anyone from southern
Rhode Island- and most of New England for that matter- can
relate their own personal story of the white-tailed. The
diminutive nature of Block Island exacerbates the problem that
mainland Rhode Islanders face. Deer impacts with cars and SUVs
on Block Island are not unheard of, although certainly not as
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common as in the rest of the state. Damages to flowerbeds and
shrubs are a much more pressing concern for many of the amateur
horticulturalists living on the island. For botanists, rare or
threatened species of plants have a greater level of concern
that the introduced white-tailed deer. Experts at adapting to
the fractured habitats supported by suburban living, the whitetailed deer has so far been successful in colonizing the island.
Lyme disease is a major health concern brought about by the
presence of the deer on Block Island. Lyme is traditionally
carried by the deer tick, which will hitch a ride as readily on
humans as any other mammal. Lyme disease, made famous in my home
state of Connecticut when it was first described in Lyme in
1968, is a bacterial disease that causes fever, headaches, and
fatigue in the short term, with long term symptoms including
chronic arthritis and problems involving the central nervous
symptoms.
There are approximately 40 cases of Lyme treated every year
at the Block Island Health Center, along with cases in day
trippers and short vacationers unrecorded. The tick is the
primary vector for Lyme disease, and white-tailed deer are the
hosts from which ticks converge. With hundreds of deer
potentially roaming the small island, the risk of infection is
certainly great enough to spur some resident into action with
the formation of the group Citizens Concerned about Lyme
disease, who champion the complete eradication of deer. Whitetailed deer also can carry zoonotic diseases, such as
leptosperosis, which are transmissible to both humans and dogs.
The presence of white-tailed deer remains a controversial
subject for the residents of New Shoreham. Hunters on Block
Island contend that removing the deer eliminates a source a food
and recreation that has established itself on Block Island.
Recent arguments have been made to increase the amount of land
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on which to hunt on, which would provide for hunters and allow
for reduction in deer populations. Opponents to this cite safety
risks to ignorant tourists wandering through the wood during
hunting season. Non-hunters and native plant enthusiasts fear
for the safety of their plants and gardens as well as their
health and safety from crashes and disease.
A recent vote in October has garnered approval from many as
the New Shoreham Town Council agreed to create a program to
significantly reduce the number of deer on Block Island. Similar
votes in the past to reduce the number of deer have eventually
always been tempered, with similar initiatives brought to vote
in the 90’s. Until enough rally to the cause to completely
remove the deer from Block Island, residents of New Shoreham
will have to continue to deal with the white-tailed deer.
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Out of Balance
“There are some who can live without wild things
and some who cannot.”

“To keep every cog and wheel is the first
precaution of intelligent thinking.”

-

Aldo Leopold

After much deliberation, it was decided between myself and
four of my closest friends that we would lease a house together
during our senior year at the University of Rhode Island.
Naturally, there was some trepidation and uncertainty on my
part, as my lifestyle up to that point had been bolstered by
doting, attentive parents and the Butterfield Dining Hall. But
nevertheless, I went ahead with my plan to move off campus. We
finally settled upon a lovely house in downtown Wakefield which
we affectionately named House B, as it was the second house we
had visited and reviewed. It lay along the William O’Neill Bike
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Path, and sat comfortably between Narragansett and the
University of Rhode Island.
My first experience in living in my own home brought with
it a great many new experiences. I had to deal with bills and
groceries, both frustratingly commonplace tasks that any
homeowner must quickly come to terms with. Where before I
needn’t worry about snowed in cars or powdered walkways, thanks
to campus staff or my father, I now had to wake up extra early
to shovel out myself and my roommates when the white snows of
winter arrived. And even when my trusty old Volvo was ready to
go in the mornings, I learned about what a trial the South
County commute can be, especially when it is exacerbated by the
several elementary schools and their fleets of yellow buses and
by the other carpool-less members of the URI student commuting
population.
Such is life as an off-campus student. And so as time goes
on, so do we become accustomed and understanding of these oftentrivial challenges to our sanity.
Another rather unexpected responsibility that fell upon me
as a first-time home renter was dealing with uninvited guests.
In one instance, these guests weren’t even human. But I’m not
even necessarily talking about the carpenter ants which feasted
frequently on my roommate’s honey. Nor am I talking about the
spiders, which terrified some people, as they strung new webs by
the hour across our doorframes. These certainly made for some
exciting nights when the somnolent House B resident trudged
blearily through the door and directly into a freshly spun web.
No, I am not talking about the various creepy crawlies which are
resident to every home.
Instead, I’m talking about Rocky. Rocky was an infrequent
visitor, rarely calling at a convenient time for anyone. In all
honesty, he was rude, didn’t make for much good conversation,
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and usually left a mess when he left. But such is the nature of
a creature such as Rocky, and so over time I and my other
roommates learned to deal with his antics.
The first time I actually met Rocky was late one night in
early autumn. I was on my way to pick up dinner for House B. I
was rushing out the door to relieve my aching stomach of the
pizza waiting patiently to be taken. And so it was in this
harried state that I blindly left House B, slamming shut the
front door and turning out onto the front porch that led to the
driveway.
It was in a split
second moment as I moved
towards the short steps
down that I saw Rocky
standing there staring at
me in shock. In my
surprise, I managed to
quickly stammer out “Hey
bud?” as Rocky Raccoon
squeaked his own yelp of
ungrateful surprise.
Raccoons do not enjoy being disturbed when they are scavenging,
and in my own selfish rush, I had run right into Rocky as he was
trolling through our trash bags. Within a moment of my
abbreviated greeting, I had returned to the shelter of House B,
where I alerted my roommates to the cute, if unexpected,
mammalian companion we had outside our front porch.
I eventually used the back door to go for our pizza, where
of course I was again ambushed by an exquisite orb web
canvassing the egress.
Over the next few months, my roommates and I were
introduced to the other tenants of House B. Rocky became the
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common moniker for any of several raccoons that we discovered
living in the woods adjacent to our house. At one point, there
were no fewer than six “Rocky’s” roaming about our driveway and
porch, socializing as they demurely ripped open suspect trash
bags.
Despite our most polite entreaties and requests, including
shouting and door slamming, Rocky Raccoon and his cohort of
banded chums remained comfortably ensconced in their position as
non-paying tenants of House B. None could bring themselves to
call Animal Control, as the house was mostly made up of animal
lovers, and in truth, the raccoons were not all that
troublesome, aside from their somewhat frequent looting. Thus
were they referred to for the rest of our year as the Raccoons
of House B. Despite a brief vacation in the winter, where Rocky
Raccoon went unseen and was generally unavailable for one reason
or another, the human residents of House B were comforted by the
occasional tussled trash bag across the driveway. We picked up
the trash with a begrudging smile, knowing that our furry
friends were indeed doing alright.
Rocky is an example of a species that has found a niche to
thrive in alongside humans. While they have no trouble surviving
in environments without human encroachment (nowadays the
exception, not the rule), these species have found greatest
success in reproducing and expanding when in the company of a
human infrastructure. Fractured habitats, including patches of
woods and forests unsuitable for other mammals, are ideal for
some of these creatures. I commonly refer to these different
animal species that most commonly exist alongside us as
“neighborhood wildlife.”
For every different region and state of the United States,
the primary species of neighborhood wildlife may differ based on
climate, environment, or any number of criteria. For Rhode
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Island at least, and indeed most of New England, the species we
consider neighborhood wildlife can perhaps most easily be
identified by what we see most often laying slain by the side of
the road. Raccoons, skunks, opossums, the occasional fox,
coyote, and deer are all what I would classify as neighborhood
wildlife.
Both nature lovers and the environmentally inept all have
had experiences with neighborhood wildlife. For some, it may be
a raccoon in the trashcan, or a skunk following you home, or a
New England Stop Sign - a deer in the middle of the road. You
would not be hard pressed to find a friend who either had almost
hit a prancing deer themselves or at least knew someone who had.
I can distinctly remember one pleasant summer evening,
coming home from a night in Warwick, on which I was required to
stop not once, not twice, but thrice in attempts to save my own
life and the lives of the waylaid wildlife.
Turning down 138 from Route 1, I was cruising along quite
happily, the radio playing
probably too loudly, when there
came a blur of motion from the
side of the road. My car swerved
to a stop as a mighty whitetailed buck - huge, powerful, and
apparently blind - charged into
the road mere feet in front my
car. Understanding that deer rarely travel alone, I cautiously
crept forward until I was sure that I had escaped from further
danger.
No more than twenty yards farther down 138 came another
close call. This one was from an adventurous raccoon whose eyes
caught the glare of my headlights just prior to meeting my
tires.

Shaken, but still operating, I slowly navigated around
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the medium-sized critter, itself unflustered, and continued on
at an even slower pace. Once again, it was only a little way
along the road that I saw a “small-and-fuzzy” begin to approach
the pavement. A cat, no more than a year or two old, was
standing along the grass when it stopped to look at me.

Whether

by choice or from my urgent psychic calling to ‘stay out of my
way,’ the feline chose to let me pass before crossing the road.
That was the end of my close encounters for that night, though
by no means were they the only ones over the course of my life,
nor will they likely be the last.
Neighborhood wildlife have comfortably adapted to the
suburbanization of what used to be wooded lands and forests and
now are housing complexes and community parks. We cannot fault
these creatures for their presence; indeed, it is we who first
invaded their porches and yards. They are simply trying to
survive in the presence of a larger, more dangerous animal.
This animal I refer to is of course Homo sapiens, and the
danger lies within our lack of awareness and understanding. As
the walking contradictions that many of us are, we claim to
appreciate and enjoy wildlife in artificially designed parks,
deep in the woods, or safely on television. For these
neighborhood wildlife to transgress into our backyards and our
porches is not acceptable to a large majority of people, habitat
loss and deforestation be damned! Rocky is fortunate not to have
offended a less accommodating resident, one with an Animal
Control phone number or worse.
These encounters and commingling between human and wildlife
species will only continue and likely increase. Some species,
like the deer or skunk, may be innocuous enough. However, the
chance encounters one may have with certain other species, such
as the red fox and the coyote, can be reason for more concern.
Encounters with coyotes, especially in South County, are
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increasingly common. Theories exist that the coyote, native to
New England until hunted out of existent, has returned from the
West after crossbreeding with gray wolves. This genetic combo
has resulted in a larger animal that seem to exhibit some pack
behaviors. This is unusual, as the original coyotes pushed out
west were still solitary creatures.
In the East, coyotes are now implicated in attacks on dogs
and cats. I can state from experience that it certainly is a
surprise to turn a corner on Rte. 108 to the sight of a large,
dog-like animal trotting down the middle of the road. When I
flashed my bright lights at the animal, the coyote simply
turned, smiled, and continued on his way unperturbed.
These neighborhood wildlife species make up a large
majority of the animals and creatures that most people will
probably encounter in their lifetime. As the human population
continues to expand, though, populations of animals pushed to
the edge will be forced to acclimate to living under the
judgmental eye of humans. The tampering with natural orders and
disruption of intricate relationships built over thousands of
years of coevolution has resulted in a nature that seems to be
out of balance. Nonnative species have been introduced and acted
as invaders, while others struggle on the brink of extinction.
As these populations shift and change in response to the
human encroachment and exploitation of their former homes,
species are pushed to the edge in order to survive. In these
instances, animals will travel to places once foreign to them. A
prime example of this is the black bear of Narragansett, who for
several weeks wandered the outdoors of the Rhode Island, moving
south from the Massachusetts down to South County, settling in
Narragansett for a time, eluding DEM officers much to the
intrigue of locals.
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Aside from the occasional black bear, though, most species
struggle under the laws of Nature, which as every school child
knows are not merciful ones. As the saying goes, it’s “survival
of the fittest.” A seemingly simple idea, the word fitness
however does not simply mean strength or endurance. It does not
refer to muscles, or speed, or even intelligence. In ecological
terms, Fitness refers to potential: the potential to outcompete
opposing species and competitors for food, shelter, and mates.
Life is not fair, and so those who display a high level of
fitness often display tendencies which an anthropomorphizing
human might call “sneaky” or “cowardly.” Yet it is those who are
willing to do what others won’t who oftentimes find themselves
the fittest of the group.
It just so happens that most of our favorite creatures,
those we have in fluffed miniature, are those that are most at
risk. Species such as the panda, the African elephant, the
American burying beetle, the piping plover, and the New England
cottontail are all examples of endangered species that are
specialized to a certain way of life and no other.
This is why when those ever so delicate and narrow
ecological parameters shift or change, even minutely, these
species face crisis. For the American burying beetle, this
occurred with the extinction of the passenger pigeon. Over many
years, these two species developed alongside one another.
Numbering in the billions, corpses of passenger pigeons were
common fodder around the forests of North America. The American
burying beetle acted as a cleanup crew, digging under the
deceased bird and creating a grave for it under the earth, in
which the beetle laid its eggs. Having become adept at handling
bodies the size of adult passenger pigeons, the American burying
beetle was never able to adapt following the pigeons eradication
by hunters in the late 1800’s.
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For some time, Block Island remained the last refuge for
the insect, as competing carrion beetles outfought the American
burying beetle. Thanks to captive breeding programs by
scientists at Rhode Island’s Roger Williams Park Zoo, the
American burying beetle population has been slowly increasing
with introductions to other locations showing promise.
The New England cottontail is the only rabbit species
native to New England. Its numbers have been dropping wildly
across its range for the past five decades, and many
environmentalists are clamoring for the government’s official
recognition of the threat to the once populous species that is
on the brink of extinction. Despite efforts to put the New
England cottontail on the Endangered Species List, bureaucratic
delays have postponed any help from the government, and
scientists worry that further delays will doom the New England
cottontail, with some proclaiming their looming extinction to be
on the same level as the passenger pigeon in scope.
Much like the American burying beetle, the New England
cottontail was dependant on a specific ecological factor for
survival. They favor
thick, scrubby
underbrush for
protection from
predators like owls,
foxes, coyotes, and
fisher cats. This type
of habitat is in
increasingly short supply, as scrubby forests with thick
overgrowth are being consumed by expanding housing projects and
other developments. The eastern cottontail, a distant smaller
cousin of the New England cottontail, has begun to also threaten
the native species by competition for food and resources. It is
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primarily due to habitat loss that New England cottontails,
along with most other threatened species across the world, are
under such dire straits.
In the face of these epic challenges- these lifestyles
shifts to survive- that the unfortunately overlooked but readily
adequate generalists, who exert their presence and take command.
One species that has seen success is the European starling.
The European starling was transported to the United States at
the turn of the 20th Century, and since then has multiplied from
the hundreds to the millions. These aggressive passerine birds
have been in competition with native birds since then, and have
won handily. They also have wreaked havoc upon agricultural
crops, including berries and grain for livestock. The European
starling is considered to be a pest, and many rue the day it was
brought over from across the pond.
The brown-headed cowbird is an example of a species who has
taken advantage of human manipulation of the environment to
spread its natural habitat across the continent. These parasitic
birds lay their eggs in other birds nest, leeching off the
foster parents and allowing for the parents to continue their
philandering ways. Fisher cats, too, have made a reappearance in
Rhode Island. Frequently blamed for the disappearances of small
pets, I have heard many stories of eyewitnesses who saw fights
between pets and these violent animals. Fisher cats are noted
for their temper, as well as their eerily humans screeches that
penetrate the South County nights.
To go into extensive detail into the history of each and
every species that has seen population shifts in Rhode Island
would be a monumental task in and of itself, deserving of an
entire book unto itself. I cannot speak with too much authority
on actual number of endangered species such as the New England
cottontail, nor have I recorded migration routes of coyotes from
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the West. However, the exactness provided by statistics and
research are only supplemental when one is able to fully wrap
their head around the concept that nature is out of sorts. Even
here, in idyllic South County, there exist threats to species
that may not be as exotic as the mega fauna of Africa or Asia,
but still play a key role in the ecological web of life here in
Rhode Island.

Issue in Focus:
Wildlife Epidemics
Pushed beyond our limits, we get stressed. When our bodies
are stressed, our immune system becomes compromised, and as a
result we usually become sick. Everyone has experienced this,
whether facing the deadline for a looming assignment, dealing
with roommates and significant others, or any other number of
stress inducing situations we encounter in our daily lives.
So is it, too, for animals out in the wild. Animals that
are malnourished or have been displaced lack the energy required
to mount an immunological defense of a foreign virus or invading
bacteria. When this occurs to a population at large, there
exists the potential for an epidemic as a disease spreads
rapidly through a cohort of one or several species. The stress
incurred by human developments into traditional wildlife
habitats has created uprooted, fragile populations of entire
species that are now at greater risk than ever of disease.
Coupled with climate change, many species are already on the
defensive from infectious pathogens.
The most concerning diseases to the public at large,
naturally, are those which pose a health risk to them. Disease
that can be transmitted between human and wildlife are known as
zoonotic diseases. Many illnesses are shared between humans and
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the wild, such as tuberculosis, brucellosis, leptosperosis, and
tularemia.
Those diseases are primarily caught by humans through
unvaccinated pets such as dogs, cats, and rabbits. Rabies has
always been a hot topic for pet owners, especially in areas
where raccoons, skunks, and coyotes are present. By its nature,
rabies is a self-defeating illness, coming in spastic waves that
rise rapidly, followed by a just as sudden drop. The first
reports of rabies in Rhode Island appeared in the mid ‘90s after
a slow and deliberate spread from the South. This was a
relatively recent development considering the presence and
awareness of rabies dating back to ancient Greece. Raccoons are
the primary culprit of rabies transmission in the Northeast,
while skunks play a larger role in the Midwestern states.
However, despite the fears of violent dogs and manic humans
inspired by novels and popular films, the threat from rabies is
small in the United States thanks to comprehensive vaccination
programs.
Vector born diseases such as Lyme disease and West Nile
Virus are of far greater concern to us in Rhode Island,
considering the large populations of ticks and mosquitoes,
respectively. A prime influence in the spread of Lyme disease is
an overabundance of white-tailed deer on the mainland, similar
to that on Block Island.
Crows act as reservoirs for West Nile Virus, meaning that
they function as carriers of the virus without symptoms. West
Nile Virus is only transmissible to humans through the bite of
an infected mosquito. Given the prevalence for mosquitoes in
this areas, especially during the muggy days of summer, West
Nile Virus is a legitimate threat. Proper mosquito prevention
techniques should be observed, including wearing long clothes as
dusk approaches, as well as the use of bug spray.
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Two non-zoonotic afflictions that are currently running
rampant and go largely unnoticed by outside the scientific
community are White Nose
Syndrome (WNS) and Colony
Collapse Disorder (CCD). WNS
affects most species of bats,
resulting in premature
awakenings from their
hibernations, which costs the
little mammals a large amount of
vital energy they had been
storing for the spring
awakening. The disease gets its
name from the characteristic fuzzy, white mold which grows
around the snout of infected bats. Scientists are struggling to
catch up with and understand the disease, but so far have found
no success in even slowing the spread of WND across the
Northeast and Midwest, with new cases having reached as far as
Missouri and Tennessee. Bats are dying by the thousands, and so
far we have no answers.
CCD is similarly frustrating in our inability to isolate
and synthesize and effective response to it. Affecting the
honeybees of the United States, entire colonies of bees are
being wiped out in relatively short periods of time. A number of
theories abound as to the actual cause, including varroa mites,
Israeli acute paralysis virus, and other secondary infections
that together are decimating honeybee colonies across the
country, including Rhode Island.
This one-two punch that is knocking out our major
pollinators, namely the honeybee and bat populations, spells
potential disaster for the United States agriculture sector.
Despite the small comfort of not being directly vulnerable to
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these sicknesses, the potential economic aftermath of entire
crops failing due to lack of pollination is a real scare to many
scientists and politicians. Epidemics in nature, regardless of
their morbidity in humans, will somehow affect us in the end.
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Hitting the Path
“One swallow does not make a summer, but one skein of
geese, cleaving the murk of a March thaw, is the spring.”

“At first blush I am tempted to conclude that a
satisfactory hobby must be in large degree useless, inefficient,
laborious, or irrelevant.”

-

Aldo Leopold

After months of cold and clouds, sorrow and snow, it is not
hard to imagine the joy with which most people greet the onset
of spring. Even the most grizzled and seasoned New Englander
holds their breath cautiously as the thermometer begins to
climb, not wanting to be led into premature celebration as the
days grow longer and the sun shines brighter.
What many fail to remember, though, is how easy the wind
can change and with it temperatures and precipitation. Snow in
April? Not unheard of. In my four years in South County, I can
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remember on more than one April day wearing my gloves, fleecelined jacket, and heavy jeans across the Quad. Indeed, it is not
unusual for there to be several false alarms of relief as brief
stretches of high temperatures and cloudless skies are then
followed by grey and sad rains.
Going by history, the spring equinox is the date on which
the bleak winter officially changes into vibrant spring. On this
day of transition, the lonely moon begrudgingly cedes control of
the skies back to the glowing sun, and with it may begin the
return to green nature. This past spring, March 20th, 2010 was
greeted with exceptional enthusiasm as most were ready to forget
and move on from an exceptionally harsh and bitter season of
snow. The Weather gods then obliged the people of South County
(along with Northern Rhode Island and the rest of New England)
with an insulting three day rain storm that bloated rivers and
lakes over their embankments, causing unprecedented damage and
chaos across the state. Following that natural disaster, there
were scarcely more than a handful of successive, pleasant days
before winds or clouds rendered the outdoors unsavory. Such is
New England weather.
In our own smugness we claim to be able to identify the
precise shifts of celestial bodies as the true indicator of when
one season may begin its work and another one may go on break.
If not for these tried and true methods, our sad disconnect from
the natural world would prevent us from really knowing anything
about the seasons.
In reality, the inhabitants of the woods, meadows, ponds,
and forests have been following and adhering to their own nonGregorian calendar of time without much trouble. The innumerable
flocks of migratory birds, including the geese and swans, the
warblers and sparrows, wait patiently in their vacation homes
from Florida to Brazil. They understand that they cannot afford
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to make a hasty decision and return before the woods and
countryside are ready for their future parental efforts. To do
so would be folly, and so they wait until conditions are just
right.
Unlike the patience exhibited by most members of the animal
world, flowers are foolish. They are vain and lazy, eager to
please and express themselves at the slightest hint of affable
weather. With petal open they beckon to their pollinator
mistresses to come and pay their hurried, daily visits. Never
does the flower offer to relieve the bees of their harried
journeys, but rather offer delicious nectar as reward for their
persistent visits.
Pretty as they are, the
flower is a gullible thing. As
conditions improve and the sun
swaggers across the blue
skies, the flowers are the
first of the plants to cry out
in relief. Without fail, every
spring I have seen patches of
beautiful daffodils and
forsythia prematurely open their petals to the light, magically
converting solar energy into usable sugars to power them. And as
these flowers relish to be the first to enjoy the warmer weather
along with the rest of us, so to have I seen them wilt away as
chills return and they curl and die from exposure.
Next to bloom are the bushes. While the flower children
play and mingle early on, the bushes try and wait before giving
up their leaves and berries they worked so hard to store up
since the previous fall. It does not take long though for the
flowers praise and admiration from passerby to incite the
jealous bushes into action. Soon after the daffodils tulips make
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their presence known, the bushes join in on the action and begin
to loosen up.
Exuberant bundles of bright red berries begin to pop and
ripen, diversifying the canvas of spring colors already spread
out by the petals of the flowers. Along stems and branches,
shoots of leaves begin to poke their heads out, eventually
opening wide to absorb the solar energy from the sun. And so
with this next stage of plant life, the leaves of green begin to
move their way up from the ground to eye level and beyond.
A couple of weeks after a steady stream of enjoyably warm
weather days ensures that everything below tree level has taken
on a healthy and vivid green, a possible message to those
observing that spring is indeed here. Yet the trees remain bare,
unmoved by brief spikes in temperature. These mammoths of the
plant world, the elms and maples and poplars which had shed
their extraneous leaves only a few months before remain starkly
naked. With so much to lose, the trees cannot bear the loss of
any leaves, and so are patient in the face of their smaller
relatives naiveté.
Un-extraordinary figments of green begin to appear,
speckling the thick branches of the elms and maples. Slowly,
slowly, do these buds of leaves begin to appear from hidden
recesses within the bark itself. And then, in a sudden burst of
energy and vitality, within a few short days the combined
efforts of all assembled trees resonate as they announce spring
arrival. Where on one day you may observe a bare and gnarled
tree with decrepit skeleton hands of branches reaching out- the
vestiges of a long and chilly winter-, one may return only a day
or so later to see a vibrant, glowing tree that is brimming with
life and energy in its pulsing, blowing fronds.
The flowers may start the vertumnal celebration, joined by
the smaller shrubs in short order, but it is with the trees
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tacit accompaniment that the plant world finally acknowledges
the onset of warmer weather and with it, a sun filled spring. To
cement the idea for any doubters, the melodies of the elated
songbirds resonate with the coming season. With increased
daylight, the songbirds set to announcing their own return.
Heralds of new life and new opportunities, the robins, sparrow,
cardinals and jays make sure no is left unaware of their
presence, be it in evening, noon, or morning. Especially the
morning, so it would seem to some nocturnally-inclined
individuals.
Regardless, the temperature eventually climbs higher and
higher and the chromatic blooms of spring meekly emerge from the
murk and shadows of another winter passed. As the days grow
longer and the sun meanders higher along the heavens, I too
emerge from my chilly hibernation. Having kept warm with fleece
blankets and steaming food, I join the masses to emerge from the
dark months of winter jostling for sunlight and the outdoors.
Eager to move about and get the blood pumping, I make ready
for the spring. Heavier sweatshirts and thermal underwear are
packed away. Hawaiian shirts and breezy sports jerseys are set
out. Like most other students, I consider springtime to be the
time for relaxation and enjoyment, with the occasional side of
examinations and responsibilities. Unlike many, though, my first
instinct and desire is not to wash and clean my car to show off
about campus.
Instead, I first go to unlock the storage shed hiding
unassuming in the shade of a giant tree that shadows the House B
driveway. Within this particular ramshackle shed is my
alternative mode of transportation. After a quick tune up
including a break test, an examination of the chains and spokes,
and verification of the tire pressure, I’m ready to head out.
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With a holler and a burst of speed, I’m on my bike and cruising
along.
The bicycle is an invention largely unappreciated by most
of the modern world. It has been eclipsed in our Rush! Rush!
style of living where speed, immediacy, and comfort are no
longer luxuries but expectations.
Cars fly by. The amenities of today’s automobile include
power steering, seat heaters, temperature control, seatbelts, CD
and radio, airbags, and in today’s newer models- internet
access, DVD capabilities, USB connectors, and other wonders
unimaginable in even the most advanced editions only five years
ago. And when hundreds of stallions are ready to be unleashed
with the easiest pushing of a pedal, the pleasures of the bike
hardly stand a chance. Suburban sprawl, the modern commute, and
growing expectations have created the only truly everlasting
marriage: that of man to the automobile.
As children, our opportunity of achieving freedom and
independence was first achieved by learning how to move on a
bike. Granted, the necessary evil of the training wheels
restricted our initial excursions, but soon enough we were
coasting and pedaling away into the streets and woods of our
childhood. The bloody knees, the scars of a run in with the
cement were badges of valor and shown with pride and honor. Even
into high school, the bicycle remained the primary source of
transportation for many young people.
But as bodies grow and emotions change, the bike is
inevitably reduced to the role of space keeper, gathering age
and rust in dank sheds and garages. The covetous driving permit
is the beginning of the end for most relationships. Not meaning
to rub salt in the wound for the bicycle, but Age 16 is where it
all goes downhill.
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You would have a hard time convincing people to sacrifice
the marvelous, if not superfluous, luxuries of the motor vehicle
in exchange for a primitive bike. Besides lack of overall
comfort and protection, in today’s world it simply is not
feasible. Even our modest state of Rhode Island would be unable
to support a total cycling-commuter lifestyle.
Here at URI, commuters make up a significant portion of the
student and faculty body. To my commuter friends from Cranston
and Providence- would climate change and conserving the
environment compel you to hand over the keys forever and commit
to the green bicycle? I didn’t think so.
Biking is not a viable option for mass transport in today’s
culture. That much is sadly evident. Vacation and work trips
would be restricted in scope and distance, careers would be
limited, and balancing the multi-faceted, complex lifestyle of
today’s family would be the functionally impossible. The
infrastructure to support a bicycling population, such as those
found across Europe and certain American cities, is also
lacking.
On many roads that I have had the displeasure of enduring,
inadequately maintained or observed bike lanes exist, putting
the brave in danger. The fact of the matter is that both
dedicated and amateur cyclists have been involved in a number of
serious accidents in South County. And while Rhode Island
possesses one of the lowest bicycling-related fatality rates in
the nation, with our numerous residential communities and tight
roads, the potential exists for danger.
In the face of such overwhelming evidence and lack of
support, it would be easy to dismiss the bicycle as merely a
toy- something which children and those who refuse to grow up
use for entertainment. What use is there for an outdated mode of
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transportation that is slower, less comfortable, and lacking in
safety features?
The answer is many. Despite certain shortcomings, there
remains an evident and understandable need for the bicycle.
Society at large has tacitly supported the bike, and there is a
bounty of evidence to lend support to the enduring popularity of
the bike.

To those who doubt, ask yourself why are bicycle

shops found in every town? Why do advertising companies spend
millions of dollars in promoting BMX and mountain biking to the
younger generations? How is it that Lance Armstrong commands
more respect and attention than other athletes in more prominent
sports here at home?
To use a bicycle is to make a choice. When reaching cadence
out on the William C. O’Neill Bike Path, or coasting down Route
108 towards Narragansett, you are out in the open. The comforts
and pleasures of your automobile are forsaken instead for cold
winds, to aggressive traffic, to hurtful branches and wayward
flies, to exhaustion, to the elements, and to failure. By
choosing to ride a bike, you are exposing yourself to nature.
Contrary to the bleak and suspicious circumstances I just
described, cruising along on your road bike provides you with an
entirely different sense of freedom than that provided by an
automobile.
This freedom is not as literal as some may take it. It is
not freedom in the sense of being able to move quickly through
time and space; rather- it is a freedom from the constraints of
technology, order, and excessiveness. When you are riding a
bike, the entire world is open to you. Where no cars may
venture, from the smallest VW beetle to the burliest SUV, your
narrow profile on a bike is able to enter and explore. Traffic
jams are mere obstacles in the path to be artfully threaded
through by the dexterous needle of your bike. Should the main
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thoroughfare prove to be unsavory, a plethora of alternative
opportunities await.
Mountain biking through the woods, perhaps not everyone’s
first choice for a good old two-wheeled time, certainly provides
for a different sort of riding experience and challenge. Cycling
is also another popular option, especially here in South County.
Road races and groups of cyclists can be seen quite often on the
streets of small towns around South County.
In today’s bicycle shop, you can find any number of
different models and sizes, versions, upgrades, and accessories
to cater to individual lifestyles. Racing, cruiser, shaft
driven, single speed, recumbent, hybrid, road, BMX, mountainall differ slightly in their function but vary widely in
performance and capabilities.
Economically, bikes are more practical for shorter
commutes. In its simplicity is its genius. There are no motors
to sputter out, no gaskets to blow, and perhaps most importantly
to today’s driver, no ritualistic feeding of the ever ravenous
gas tank. The bike preceded the automobile by some years, with
the earliest models dating to the early 1800s. Since then, they
have consistently remained without competition the cleanest,
friendliest form of transportation with least impact on the
environment. No driver can find fault in the bikes lack of
carbon emissions or fuel intake; no jockey or rider can say
they’re horse produces less waste than the bike. In this
instance, the bike proves quite superior to the alternatives.
On the note of economics, it would be interesting to note
whether or not there has been an increase in bike sales, or at
least an interest. According to several bike stores owners,
there has been. In the past year and a half, since the gas
crisis that pushed a gallon upwards of four dollars in South
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County, the bike industry has seen a small, yet significant
increase in business.
Some may attribute this to an increased awareness of health
conscientious people, who understand that biking is an excellent
cardiovascular form of exercise. Mayhap the Green Revolution has
taken hold here in South County, and residents are trying to do
their part to help reduce fossil fuel consumption. Or perhaps it
is an insignificant blip, unremarkable and soon to pass.
Regardless of cause or incitement, there remains for the time
being an increased awareness and excitement over biking.
Having taken a vacation from two wheeled transportation
between my junior year of high school through to junior year of
college, I can say there certainly is a learning curve to coming
back. The saying is
true, certainly,
that one never
forgets. But you can
definitely get
rusty. As this was
the case, learning
how to traverse
hills, such as the
one from Bonnet
Shores to the
intersection of Routes 1 and 138 was quite the task. Many days
were spent pushing my newly acquired 21-speed hybrid up towards
the top, where a flat piece of parking lot allowed me to get
rolling again before the entirety of South County saw me fail.
Given enough time, practice, and rest, I eventually was able to
overcome that giant of a beast without stopping. Overcoming
adversity and physical difficulty releases endorphins, and the
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psychological encouragement provided by such a victory affects
not only your fitness but also your confidence.
For those less adventurous and daring to challenge hills or
traffic, there exist several bike specific trails and paths in
South County. The largest would be the William C. O’Neill Bike
Path, stretching across South County from the North Kingstown
train station all the way through Wakefield and nearly into
Narragansett. Measuring approximately 6 miles in length, one can
make a roundtrip in under an hour comfortably. Such a leisurely
way to spend ones time is easily accomplished with a bike- in
this day and age few can afford to spend the money to pay for
gas to allow for a pleasure drive around town.
I was fortunate enough to choose a home during my senior
year of college that lay along the O’Neill Bike Path. As a
result, I was able to utilize it, weather permitting, to get to
and from school. After unlocking my bike, Blue Steel, it is only
a few steps around a fence, past Rocky’s nest, and onto the
path.
Many have questioned my dedication to the art of cycling.
They wonder what benefits I have to gain from riding my bike
instead of driving, namely speed, comfort, and exhaustion. The
University of Rhode Island is less than 3 miles away following
the bike path. It is quite startling the amount of people who
honestly gasp at hearing this distance. Despite this seemingly
insurmountable trek, by way of the Bike Path to South Road, I
can make the ride in roughly 25 minutes. For many, this is
comparable to the time it may take to leave their houses, sit in
traffic, park at the bottom of the University hill, then wait
for a shuttle or walk to class. In this way, the time is
comparable to a certain degree.
Certainly, the exertion of pedaling with a bike pack may
create some unfortunate situations due to sweat; it’s nothing
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that a change of shirt and some deodorant cannot change.
Solutions to this include purchasing a rack for your books and
baggage as well as allowing for extra time to prevent strenuous
peddling.
One advantage that bikes completely possess over cars is
the simple ability to stop. Instantly, and without much danger
of causing a fender bender or otherwise unpleasant accident, on
the Bike Path you can pull over to take it in.

The lack of

noise from an idling bike allows for minimal disturbance of
wildlife, and as a result unique opportunities not found
elsewhere can be achieved. One morning when chugging along I for
no reason decided to pull over and sit in the grass alongside
the path. I wasn’t tired out, though my legs were certainly
aching due to a winter-induced reprieve from cycling. But
otherwise, the interruption was entirely unprompted. I sat in
quiet expectation, waiting for nothing but aware nonetheless.
After a few minutes of peaceful rest, the sounds of the
surrounding forest began to come to the forefront. Tucked away
from the traffic and other distractions of the main
thoroughfares, the array of songbirds present created their own
hum of activity. The short tweeting call of a cardinal, the
familiar whistle of robins, the rapid chortling of a field
sparrow, and many more calls and whistles that I can only begin
to guess at begin to blend and constant vibrant sound that is
soothing in its natural harmony.
Before long, some squirrels make themselves public only a
short distance away from me. As the weather had warmed, so too
had the desires of ambitious squirrel Romeos. I had the pleasure
of watching a cat-and-mouse chase between a female and two
males, chattering away as they followed the leader up and down,
around and about, trying to garner her favor. This sort of allencompassing display, with the sunlight shining brightly upon my
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face, complete with surround sound ambiance and show, is an
impossible dream for those stuck in traffic behind a smoking
dump truck.
Indeed, the Bike Path cuts through many miles of forests
and wilderness that gives excellent chances for exploration.
Along the path are several trails leading into the woods for the
intrepid journeyman. Among these is Tri-Pond Park, which leads
to ponds visible from Rte. 108 near the Pump House. Along with
that, the Bike Path
intersects through a
portion of the Great
Swamp, one of the
greatest treasures of
South County. Along a
stretch of path, to
each side stretches a
great marshy tract of
land, littered with
felled trees, red maple
swamps, and even beaver dams. Crows and jays can be seen
flitting along through the trees, while sporadic splashes and
ripples along the water’s surface indicate activity below.
Nesting pairs of osprey make their nests atop utility poles
within the abundantly populated swamp.
In addition to wildlife and natural beauty, the O’Neill
Bike Path provides for an unparalleled trip that allows for
enjoyment and relaxation. The O’Neill Bike Path is open to
horseback riders and inline skaters, and in the wintertime is
made available for cross country skiers. As one moves farther
away from the North Kingston train station and closer to the
finish of the current trail (plans to extend the path into
Narragansett are currently underway), you will pass through
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historic Peacedale and Wakefield. Crossing over the quiet
Saugatucket River, you end just beyond downtown Wakefield. From
there, it is another couple of miles to Narragansett Beach,
though this requires travel along some main roads which always
should be taken with caution.
On any given day, you may get the chance to interact with a
variety of interesting characters, from hikers to other cyclists
to locals. I one time met a woman whom I recognized by her
description of her backyard chicken coop that I pass whenever I
ride the trail. One close friend once described her joy in
turning around a bend in the trail to come across a woman
walking her family of goats down the opposing lane! Indeed, to
go along with the type of personality of those who make the
choice to sacrifice automotive ease to walk or bike, you will
find that pleasant chatting and smiles are not hard to come by
along the O’Neill Bike Path.
In conclusion to this thesis on the art of biking, I refer
to the advice of a local bike shop owner who I had the pleasure
of talking with this past spring about biking. Put succinctly,
one should bike just for the fun of it. This message is
important due to its simplicity. If I didn’t enjoy the rush of
blood in the cool autumn mornings just after waking up due to
pedaling away, I wouldn’t do it. Hitting the path gives me a
freedom and sense of calm that without I would be a most unhappy
person. The ease of use in simply getting on your bike holds a
great charm in a world complicated by technology and
restrictions.
Biking should not be a chore, and if it is then you aren’t
doing it correctly. As elitist as that statement may seem,
saddling up and pedaling around should not be taxing or
aggravating to the rider. Originally designed to be a novel form
of entertainment, the bike has evolved into a useful and
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exceptional tool that is for the benefit of the rider. In our
suburbanized, automobile-centric lifestyle in South County, the
bike is mainly used for recreation. But within that heading is
the opportunity for enjoyment and advancement, both physically
and emotionally. As a preventative tool to future health
problems, as a method of releasing aggression and stress, and as
a way to connect with nature in a way impossible from the
driver’s seat of a car, the bike remains one of the cleanest,
most efficient ways of escaping out into the world.

Issue in Focus:
Alternative Transportation
For the purposes of a practical commuter plan, there exist
several options available to those in South County to help
reduce their carbon footprint.
As described in detail above, there are opportunities and
avenues for extensive bike travel in South County. Where
conflict arises is when both drivers and cyclists are unaware of
the rules of the road. Complaints from both sides over ignorance
and improper road etiquette are common, and need to be handled
properly. For those who do utilize cycling as a means of
transport, always remember to go with traffic, and to stay
within the travelling lane as much as possible. Those under the
age of 15 are required to wear a helmet by law, those certainly
all those travelling in the company of traffic are highly
encouraged to do so as well. Booklets on smart commuting for
bikers are available on the “Bike RI” section of the Department
of Transportation website.
The Rhode Island Public Transit Authority operates the
buses of Rhode Island, which includes several that operate in
South County, with the most important ones to those in and
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around South Kingstown being the 66 and the 64. In an effort to
help alleviate congestion on Rhode Island roads, the RIPTA
offers incentives for those who carpool and use the public pus.
Perhaps more students at URI would be encouraged to use the
RIPTA if they knew that bus passes can be purchased for half off
with a student ID. I have always tried to utilize the bus when
it has been convenient, though there have been discrepancies
between when the bus was to drop me off at school and when a
class was to start. Because of this, I have heard complaints
over the utilization of the bus when the times don’t align.
In the past, several groups of students from the University
have attempted to start a dialogue with RIPTA in hopes to
alleviate the perceived faults of the system, such as the
inconvenient pick up times, along with the length of ride. There
had been talk for some years of getting an entire bus dedicated
to running between points in Scarborough, Narragansett, and
Wakefield, but as of yet to no end.
In conclusion, in regards to all other forms of
transportation other than ones personal car, there remains to be
a powerful enough compulsion to encourage students and adults to
use them. There’s no such thing as a free lunch, and without
incentive change is hard to come by. Minus an impetus that would
make alternative forms of transportation feasible, easier, and
more convenient than enduring traffic and rigorous parking jobs,
there will be no change in behavior.
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The Draw
“The good life of any river may depend on the perception
of its music; and the preservation of some music to
perceive.”

-

Aldo Leopold

The term “midnight beaching” is one that has not yet made
its way into the general lexicon of American culture. Rather, it
is a term which (so far as I can tell) was originated by me and
some close friends in our years spent at the University of Rhode
Island. The term is admittedly somewhat of a misnomer, as the
beach can be visited in at many times besides midnight. Many
people do in fact engage in midnight beaching, if not in name
than in practice. There have been many nights where I have been
far from alone in my retreats.
Undoubtedly, many reading this will assume that midnight
beaching is an excuse to engage in illicit or generally unsavory
behavior and revelry away from the judging eyes of the Law and
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neighbors. I do not deny that many do use the unlit beach as an
escape for such activities. Regardless of how others may utilize
the quiet sands and shores of night, however, to my cohort
midnight beaching is an honored and enlightening pilgrimage of
introspection and relaxation through the wonders of the beach at
its darkest hour.
Anyone who has been to the beach at night can testify to
its mystery. Leaving the glaring fluorescence of street lights
and the mechanical rumbles of street traffic, you begin to
understand that there is more to be taken in than just the cool
breeze and openness.

As if you were entering a Cathedral of

Sand and Water, you are humbled into reverent silence. To either
side, the beach may stretch for many lengths undisturbed. In the
heavens above, on a good night, the full illumination of the
Northern hemisphere and all its familiar sparkling lights
surround the corpulent moon. These combine to cast a pallid glow
which produces a black and white panorama of lonely shore.
Standing on the altar of some rocky outcropping, before you
waits the Atlantic, a giant darkened maw of rumbling unrest.
When standing on the precipice between land and water with only
sunless Chaos around you, you may as well be staring into
deepest space. The black of sky and water meet at the horizon,
creating a single unknowing shadow that appears to have no end.
The only noise is that of the whispering mellows of the gently
washing waves coupled with the wind. They are unintelligible,
and yet somehow they speak so clearly in their softness that you
cannot help but listen to their message.
Staring into the void acts as a metronome to the mind,
mesmerizing it and allowing it to wander. In the absence of
light, our bodies begin to adapt and become attuned to the world
of darkness. Our senses, normally replete from a multi-faceted
assault of radio music, stilted desks, car exhaust, city lights,
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fast food, banal lectures, heavy jackets, air fresheners, and
millions of other stimuli, are now lain bare on the shores of
Rhode Island.
At first it can be disconcerting, considering how use we
are to reacting, and you may
feel compelled to move or laugh
or even shout. But if you allow
the stillness of night and
melody of the ocean constant to
take hold, you are left with
nothing to do but let the mind
relax. When you give yourself
fully to the void, your
vulnerability is rewarded not by danger or fear, but of
tranquility and ease.
You begin to discover new sensations and recognize others
that were likely overlooked at other times. Without our primary
sense of sight, the most dramatic increase in ability is that of
audible reception. The human ear is a fine piece of machinery,
which with practice can become tuned and acutely powerful.
When facing the ocean darkness, your ears begin to take in
the beat and rhythm of the continuous smashing of the waters
advancing march. Their persistence is inevitably denied time and
time again as they fall short upon barricades of broken rocks
and boulders. The water falls back, knowing that time is on
their side, and so make ready to again confront the shore for
yet another engagement. Rushing forth too is the urgent whistle
of the eastern winds, bringing from the abyss in front of you
the approach of further breakers, along with the occasional
blare of a distant freighter’s blow horn or some herring gulls
cry.
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As our ears compensate for our lack of visual stimuli, the
other senses similarly undergo shifts and changes as the beach
and ocean present an entirely unfamiliar new feast of delicate
sensations to engage in. Replacing energy drinks and liquor, our
tongues become intoxicated by the salty foam sprayed over the
rocks by cresting waves. The constant breezes circulate the
brackish flavors of the shore, increasing and decreasing
depending upon their mood. Dried seaweed has a unique aroma of
its own, which when baked for too long in the sun can be seem
fetid to some. The freshness of the ocean breeze cannot be
denied, though, and thus our lungs are filled with a clean and
crisp bite that rejuvenates us.
Much like the whiff of certain colognes or spices, the
smell of the ocean takes us back to our childhoods. Our sense of
smell is said to be the most powerful of the five known senses
in relation to memory: how often does ones memory not whisk you
away at the slightest moment’s notice at the prompting of an
aroma: an aftershave, a detergent, the smell of fresh cookies, a
wet dog, the cough of a engine, freshly painted walls, a rose.
So often this cue forces us to recall a single memory, or a
certain time.
When I smell the beach, I am taken back to my childhoods
spent at Scarborough or Roger Wheeler, chasing the waves back
out before they rushed back in to push me over into the sand. I
remember swimming laps along the shore to the encouragement of
my father. I remember walking the shores of Narragansett,
helping my mother to look for sea glass amongst the shells and
rocks. I am removed back fifteen years of life all by the
momentary dashing of ocean salts in the midnight wind.
Yet time moves on. It always does.
Students graduate and move on. Lovers are found and lost.
Families are made and broken. The great game of Life plays out
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on the shore, where fires ransack entertainment parlors, where
traffic jams delay those who cannot wait, where games are played
and parties are enjoyed to great excess. On the shore elections
are held, buildings are erected, plays are put on, music is
created, and joy is found in the eyes of the beholder.
From one day to the next, there are no expectations besides
that which is unknown. Every minute may bring fortune or
tragedy, and those who struggle to anticipate every outcome
always seems to be the ones who are most at a loss when it
finally comes.
Yet the water is constant. Regardless of age, creed, color,
orientation, religion, ideology, affiliation, addiction, pains,
or history- to all peoples the ocean is steady and fair.
Granted, it has its moments, just like the rest of us. But
standing in the oceans presence, one can nearly always find a
silent witness with which to share whatever emotions may be
closest to the surface. In this way, the midnight beaching of my
past four years has helped me to deal with life when it has been
most challenging. Never overestimate the power of the oceans
music to help soothe and remedy that which troubles you.
Truly one of the blessings of living within Rhode Island is
our close proximity to the ocean. With a nickname like the Ocean
State, it is only fitting that Rhode Island truly has a history
dependent and intertwined with the open water. There are 400
miles of coastline in Rhode Island, starting at the tip of
Westerly and Watch Hill, rolling east past Quonochontaug and
Charlestown Beach. Point Judith juts out into the Atlantic,
where Block Island sits twelve miles offshore, visible on most
days. Moving up into the Narragansett Bay, more ports and docks
line the coast, including Wickford and Warwick, all the way up
towards the Capitol which lays at the union of the
Wonasquatucket and the Blackstone Rivers which feed into the
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Bay. Within the bay itself are more than 30 islands, including
Aquidneck Island, home to the summer escape of Newport, and
Conanicut Island with the city of Jamestown.
Along the shores, town and private beaches have sprung up
as an influx of residents and summertime vacationers from across
the country descend upon quaint and quiet South County. From
Westerly’s Misquamiqut and Watch Hill, to Charlestown Beach, to
Green Pond, Matunuck Beach, and to the South Eastern tip of
Rhode Island with Narragansett Beach, Scarborough, Roger
Wheeler, and Point Judith, continuing on up the coast, the
warmer months of the year see a boom in activity.
The beaches of South County each possess a unique quality
or quirk that sets them apart from one another. Defined as much
by the town they lay in as their public availability, one can
find a particularly stretch of shore to fit any particular type
of event or mindset that you may dwell upon.
And yet so too do these individual characteristics change
at different points of the year. The very identity of the beach
can changed when visitors are present in excess or totally
absent, when the migratory coastal birds have come to roost or
travelled south, or when the waters are quiet in winter or riled
into a frenzy by summer storms.
Narragansett Town Beach has been my beach of choice to
visit for the past four years, largely due to it being the
closest to my Rhode Island home. During the summer, it is nearly
impossible to navigate through the throngs of tourists who
populate the narrow strip of sand. Surfers grind out a meager
existence in the silent shadow of the Narragansett Towers.
Decent waves can be found in the right conditions, but having
never tried them myself I cannot attest to the waves honesty.
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Walking down the shore will take you past several beach
front properties that in the summer months host elaborate
parties and in winter decorate
modestly with Christmas lights
along the fences. In the warmer
months of May and June, special
fences are erected close to the
Narrow River Inlet for the
purpose of cordoning off nesting
areas for the piping plovers and
lesser tern, endangered species
which patronize the beach. Other from them, herring and black
ringed gulls are common sights, taking full advantage of
leftovers and snacks left unattended on the beach by tanning
tourists.
During the evening, skim boarding and quick dips are made
possible by the close proximity of streetlights from Route 1A
and the Towers. Even in the colder months, it is a common
destination for dog walkers and Sunday strollers during the day.
Narragansett Beach is unimposing and easy on the feet, and for
that reason is one of the most popular beaches in South County,
despite the cost associated with visiting in the summer.
South of Narragansett Beach is a spot that has been good to
me over the years, despite its humble appearance and demeanor.
Black Point is a stretch of coastline hidden from view by a
winding trail through coastal brush, though it possesses some
amazing geological features that make it unique among the South
County Beaches. Marketed as a site for fishermen, I have been
able to enjoy many afternoons sunning on the giant boulders of
the point, have gone on team building exercises for University
groups, and have even seen a wedding party take photographs to
the backdrop of the boulders and ocean.
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From the diminutive parking lot that you’ll miss if you
blink, you follow a winding path that goes on for some way in a
shadowed respite, compliments of the tree tunnel around you.
When the branches finally allow you room to breath, you find
yourself between high hedges on either side. If you were to
follow the path directly, it would take you along the length of
the shore to Scarborough Beach, our next stop. But soon enough
upon traversing the ups and downs of the rugged path, you may
pass through any number of breaches to the rocky shore beyond.
Here is not a beach but rather a rocky cove that
accentuates the breakers that crash against their uneven
surfaces. Under the right conditions, the intensity of the
churning through the crevices of the rocky shore creates a mass
of suds that defies explanation. As you
move down Black Point, you’ll find
large boulders engraved with water
marks and graffiti. One particular
outcropping which a friend once dubbed
Pride Rock stands tallest amongst the
boulders, providing a comfortable seat
on which to gaze at the water, lay for
a tan, or sit with companions. Below
Pride Rock, the disrupted surface of
the conglomerated rocks creates tidal
pools that are regularly manufactured by the constant shifting
of the tides, creating excellent specimens of coastal aquatic
life for the interested student.
I’ll tell you, it’s a mind boggling day the first time you
see snow on the beach. My first time was at Scarborough Beach,
just down the road a little bit from Black Point. Having slept
over with a friend in Scarborough, I had woken up early to
return to campus when I noted that overnight a thin layer of
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powder had settled. With expectations uncertain I drove to the
beach and witnessed what to me seemed a paradox- that of the
flowing pulsing ocean reaching onshore to greet the white powder
resting just out of reach on the sand. Where the water could
reach, the snow was long gone. But higher up on the shore, it
remained, and so created this fascinating pattern of tan sand
bordered on one side by liquid water, the other by frozen
precipitation. Snow on the beach still has the potential to send
me into childish fits of excitement.
The great rocks and boulders start to taper off before they
reach the beach, but Scarborough is certainly more rocky than
Narragansett Beach. In my experience, it has also proven to be
the less populous of the two. However, it has had its share of
publicity. In early May, a juvenile humpback whale was dragged
ashore after it was found floating in the surrounding waters. A
popular attraction for some days was Scarborough and its beached
whale. The summer previous, great white sharks had been captured
in fishing nets just offshore. For reasons both good and bad,
Scarborough has kept her rugged chin held high in the face of
her more popular sibling down the way.
Westerly, down close to the opening of Long Island Sound,
possesses its own assortment of beaches, including Misquamicut,
the Westerly Town Beach, and the Watch Hill Beach. Just over the
border from Connecticut, Watch Hill used to serve as the
occasional day trip in my childhood, and so it was with a
reminiscent smile that I returned there as a sophomore in
college for the first time in many years.
Along the beachfront and harbor lay tourists attractions
and Watch Hill souvenir shops, as well as an aged Merry-Go-Round
that I use to ride incessantly in my youth. Beyond the main road
and beach is an outcropping of beach property owned by the Watch
Hill Conservancy and called Napatree. Shaped like a giant ladle
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and extending out towards the Sound, Napatree is a protected
stretch of land that contains dual identities: on the side
facing the ocean is a traditional beach, complete with waves,
wind, and a scenic view of Watch Hill with its trademark
lighthouse which still operates. If one were to cross over via
cordoned off pathways through the dunes, you encounter a
peaceful lagoon. Aside from the occasional patch of rough
weather and the flowing of the tides, the lagoon is still.
It is within this lagoon
that in the summer months
thousands of horseshoe crabs
come to mate and lay their
eggs. It is for this reason
that migratory seabirds will
use Napatree as a refueling
station by consuming the
plentiful brood produced by
the ancient horseshoe crab.
The drama reaches a climax in early July, when scarcely a step
may be taken without finding a multi-crab orgy. Then, within the
span of a few weeks, they are gone. Where it is they go is
unknown, and while some may guess the mystery of the horseshoe
crab remains that.
The piping plover also makes Napatree home, and due to its
excellent camouflage can blend in perfectly with the sandy
dunes. A trained eye can spot one of the miniscule birds
shooting around in the dunes, though you are more likely to hear
their characteristic pipes before you actually see it. Here you
may also catch a glimpse of the American oyster catcher, a bird
unmistakable due not only to its large size but also its
brilliantly orange bill. Every year the utility posts spread
along the three mile stretch of beach also are made use of by
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resident ospreys, with the progress of the chicks monitored by
beach goers. The vibrant wildlife abounding Napatree always make
for an exciting walk, and the surrounding beaches, shops, and
restaurants provide well for those visiting.
These are only a few of the several beaches that make up
the South County coastline. I fear that words cannot adequately
describe the wonder and inspiration that beaches have served in
my time in Rhode Island, and so with this I urge you to take
more time for yourself to go see the water more and explore
these beaches further. Given this amazing gift, which despite
our biased viewpoints does not exist everywhere, it would be a
dishonor for any resident to not get out enough and appreciate
that which is only a few minutes down the road. Take the word of
someone who makes the trip to the shore as often as possible,
and let the melodious currents of waves and wind sweep you away
from the rush and worry of the shore and carry you out into the
blue horizon.

Issue in Focus:
Coastal Health
When one first hears a mention of coastal health, many
different images form in the mind: Of oil rigs bleeding viscous
black poison into the water and onto the shores, with sea otters
and pelicans screaming in painful misunderstanding. Of litter
and debris blowing across the sand as turtles die with soda can
plastic wraps constricting their air flow. Of broken glass and
dog feces desecrating the shore as beachgoers try and enjoy the
view in peaceful splendor.
Extreme as they are, these visions need not generally apply
to the Ocean State, though they are not incorrect in any sense
of the word as recent events in the Gulf have proven that the
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unexpected is always that. It should be encouraging to know that
Rhode Island has been largely spared from an Exxon Valdez or
Louisiana Oil Spill type of environmental disaster, and that our
beaches are not smothered in rank and voluminous amounts of
garbage and waste.
Certainly, every beach has its share of trash, and it only
takes a moment to readjust ones view and note the amount of
minute plastic particles and paper litter and cigarette butts
that are scattered amongst the grass and sand and rocks. But in
the grand scale of things, when compared to literal beaches of
trash in places like Florida, Texas, and Hawaii, we here in
Rhode Island are fortunate to have pristine beaches in the state
they’re in for the amount of traffic it sees.
What concerns biologists and scientists here in South
County are those nefarious threats, those that subtly begin to
taken hold at the lowest levels of the ecological ring, and
begin to magnify in presence and impact as time goes on. One
example of this is the management of sand dunes. Those peaceful,
gently sloping mounds of sand that we often pass over or through
on our way to the water’s edge are an integral and vital part of
the constant life cycle of beaches.
Dune health is an aspect of the beach that requires active
management due to the constant shifting occurring between wave
action and wind erosion. The average dune rollover for Rhode
Island amounts to about one foot per year, meaning that every
dune will move at least twelve inches backwards from where it is
now. Shocking as this may seem, it is a natural process that has
been occurring for thousands of years.
For as long as people have visiting the coast and setting
up beach houses and vacation spots, they have been struggling to
combat this slow migration of sand and water. Where once a house
rested upon a large mound of earth now it stands upon stilts due
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to the sand having retreated away. Similarly, piers of wood
which once extended into the water for boats and rafts to depart
from are now barely visible over the sands and low tide waters.
Dunes need a steady supply of sand provided by the ocean,
as well as the support of well laid root systems from sea
grasses such as American beach grass. Trespassers who ignore the
fences and ropes designed to protect the dunes trample on the
beach grass, killing it, and thus destabilizing the dunes
further. Believe it or not, there are even beaches in South
County that allow paying customers to take their vehicles on the
beach. Yes- SUVS, Hummers, convertibles and the like are free to
make tracks on East Beach for the price of $50. In the face of
such an assault, dunes are regressing at an even faster rate
than before, with the destabilized dunes simply being blown away
without anywhere to fall back upon.
And so too with the regression of the dunes comes the
rising ocean. It is a complex system which too often is ignored
in favor of money and profit, when really in the end it is a
losing investment for those foolish enough to think they can
master the ocean. How many times must the temperamental waters
of the world prove how quickly they may lay waste to our best
laid barriers and plans?
Increased usage of beaches by tourists and residents alike
has also steadily degraded the quality and usage of the shore by
wildlife. Piping plovers are endangered due to rampaging dogs
and ignorant walkers who look not for the tiny piping birds and
so trample their nests. Horseshoe crabs, important for human
pharmaceuticals as well as migratory bird health, are suffering
due to development and modification of the coast for the reasons
stated above, as well as the horseshoe crab fisheries that make
use of the unusual arthropods for chum.
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Sea turtles that make use of the shore are also affected by
development. Gawkers and onlookers may spook the turtles, and
prevent them from laying their eggs in their spot of choice. It
has been shown that noise and lights from nearby residencies
have been disruptive to hatching baby sea turtles, and in a
warped, reverse event of what normally happens, the babies are
driven away from the water.
Despite these disturbing events that are plaguing beaches
around Rhode Island and the East Coast, there are ways to be
proactive in helping to slow or possibly reverse these negative
effects. In the grand scheme of things, the ultimate reduction
of CO2 emissions worldwide will contribute greatly to helping
stall environmental change. I will let the reader make their own
conclusions on the phenomena of global warming, but regardless
of cause or source, the climate and environment are undeniably
changing.
For our local shores, beach clean ups are routinely held,
and can be discovered with a simple click of the computer mouse.
For those lacking in time to commit to such ventures, simply
following the rules of the beach will help to preserve our
fragile dunes and beach. Boardwalks and prebeaten paths were
designed to prevent further degradation of the dunes, and so
should be honored. When you visit the beach, embrace the pack it
in pack it out philosophy, and bring out whatever trash you have
when you leave. For the truly dedicated, picking up trash
already present is a small and unrewarding duty, but will be
appreciated in the long run. For those who truly appreciate the
beauty of the ocean and our lovely South County shores, these
are small steps which when put into practice may make all the
difference.
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Moving Along
“The problem, then, is how to bring about a striving for
harmony with land among a people many of whom have forgotten
there is any such thing as land, among whom education and
culture have become almost synonymous with landlessness. This is
the problem of conservation education.”

“Cease being intimidated by the argument that a right
action is impossible because it does not yield maximum profits,
or that a wrong action is to be condoned because it pays.”

-

Aldo Leopold

So ends my rendition of an environmental piece.
By no means have I covered all of the topics or issues that
exist here in South County. With such a diverse and rich culture
as that which exists in South County, entire chapters could have
been devoted to town histories, protective organizations, laws
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and political stances, plant life, rivers and other waterways,
sailing, and any other number of topics. As I’d mentioned
earlier on, this dialogue is meant to act as a match to light a
glowing ember of interest and appreciation which lies within all
of us.
In my brief time of research and writing, I have managed to
touch only the outermost layers of complexity that makeup each
of those topics. Go out then, and discover some more for
yourself. In my lifetime, I would be lucky to explore even a
fraction of the wilderness that lays out there, to meet a
hundredth of the amazing animals and creatures that inhabit our
world, and to see a glimpse of the beauty and wonders of
horizons around the planet. This is my testament to the beauty
and glory that lays in every backyard, in every forest, on the
shore of every ocean. Go find yours.
Having covered several different topics that affect not
only South County but Rhode Island and New England in general,
it would have been impossible to cover them all. As a result,
this section is dedicated to a brief mentioning of those sources
which were exceptionally helpful to me during my research for “A
South County Almanac.”
In addition to conducting interviews and meeting with
professionals and experts in various fields, I have read an
exhausting amount of magazine articles, newspaper features,
books, research papers, novels, field guides, and other
literature to help me become better acquainted with fields that
I was unfamiliar with. Listed below are a number of these
sources. I have divided them generally by primary use in “A
South County Almanac,” thought certainly few of them are
exclusive to that one topic. Each contains troves of vital
information and interesting anecdotes that helped to
occasionally guide and inspire me in my own writings. Please
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consider picking up any (or all) of these works in the near
future if you may so wish to continue your education on
conservation and looking out for the planet- Enjoy!

1. Miscellaneous Resources
•

“A Sand County Almanac: With Sketches Here

and There,” by Aldo Leopold (1949)
•

“Keeper of the Cogs,” by Curt Meine, Nov/Dec

1992. Defenders 67 (6) 9-17.
•

“The Outermost House,” by Henry Beston

(1988)
•

“Weekend Walks in Rhode Island (4th

Edition),” by Ken Weber (2005)
•

“The Ultimate Guide to Birds of the New

England Coast,” Text by Mark S. Garland (2007)
•

“The Sibley Field Guide to Birds of Eastern

North America,” by David Allen Sibley (2003)
•

US Fish and Wildlife Service, www.fws.gov

•

Fisher Museum Harvard Forest,

http://harvardforest.fas.harvard.edu/museum/lands
cape.html
2. Sail Away
•

“Block Island Guide,”

www.blockislandguide.com
•

“The Block Island Times,”

www.blockislandtimes.com
•

The Nature Conservancy, www.nature.org

•

The Block Island Conservancy,

www.biconservancy.org
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3. Out of Balance
•

“Golden Wings and Hairy Toes: Encounters

with New England’s Most Imperiled Wildlife,” by
Todd McLeish (2007)
•

Rhode Island Department of Environmental

Management, http://www.dem.ri.gov/
•

The Rhode Island Natural History Survey,

www.rinhs.org
•

The USGS National Wildlife Health Center,

http://www.nwhc.usgs.gov/
•

“A Landowners Guide to New England

Cottontail Management,” Environmental Defense
Fund
http://www.edf.org/article.cfm?contentID=8829&red
irect=cottontail
4. Hitting the Path
•

William C. O’Neill Bike Path homepage,

http://southcountybikepath.org/
•

“The URI Draft Climate Action Plan (Draft),”

provided through the URI Energy Center (2010)
•

Rhode Island Department of Transportation,

http://www.dot.state.ri.us/
•

Rhode Island Public Transit Authority

http://www.ripta.com/
5. The Draw
•

“Narragansett Bay: A Friends Perspective,”

by Stuart Hale (1988)
•

“Whole Earth Discipline: An Ecopragmatist

Manifesto,” by Stewart Brand (2009)
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